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Hydrogen peroxide uses and benefits: 
1.) Destruction of viruses- to do this the best way, place three drops of 
3 percent HP in each ear.  
Let the solution act for 10 minutes, and then drain it from ears.  
According to experts, this method enables easy prevention against flu 
and cold.  
You will also get rid of the ear wax as well. 
2.) Elimination of pesticides- to protect your vegetables from holding 
pesticides used in their growing process use about ¼ a cup of HP.  
Place it in a bowl together with 3 cups of water. 
Soak your vegetables in this solution for half an hour.  
Afterwards, rinse well and place them in the fridge.  
Make sure your vegetables are healthy and whole, to prevent HP from 
soaking inside the product. 
3.) Kills off airborne germs- to do this best, use humidifier and mix 1 
pint of 3 percent HP together with 1 gallon of water.  
Add mix to the humidifier and let it soak properly.  



The mixture’s content will neutralize airborne germs effectively and will 
bring great antibacterial properties. 
4.) Teeth whitening- HP is contained in almost all whitening products 
you use at home.  
Through oxidation, it will give your teeth shine and bling instantly.  
Brush your teeth with your regular toothpaste. 
Then, mix 2 teaspoons of water with 1 teaspoon of 3 percent HP.  
Gargle with liquid ell for one minute, without swallowing.  
Spit out the mix and rinse mouth with water.  
Repeat three times a week. 
5.) Lightens toenails and fingernails- Soak nails in 3 percent HP and 
hold for some time.  
When done, rinse well and admire the results. 
6.) Hair bleacher- HP acts as a milder version of other recommended 
hair bleachers.  
Use it as you would use any other bleaching product to get top results. 
7.) Hair locks highlights- use HP on damp hair by spraying it and you 
will get light and fresh highlights.  
Keep spray on for 15 minutes before rinsing it. 
8.) Body detoxification- just dip into a bath with HP in it.  
Take 1 cup of 35 percent HP and place it into a tub of water.  
Lie in the bathtub for 30 minutes and then shower as per usual. 
9.) Sinus cleanser- whenever you are having sinus problems, you can 
clear them with HP.  
Just mix 1 cup of water with 1 cap full of HP.  
For more stuffed sinuses, use more concentrated HP solution. 
10.) Relieve toothache- toothaches can be dealt with by using HP as a 
remedy.  
Prepare a mixture of HP and coconut oil and gargle with the mixture.  
This mix contains plenty of antibacterial qualities which soothe tooth 
discomfort quickly. 
11.) Wound cleaning and disinfection- this is especially beneficial for 
small wounds, which can be cleaned with 3 percent HP.  



You need a small cap of the liquid that you can directly apply on the 
wound. 
12.) Mouth rinse- aside from your teeth, HP can keep your mouth clean 
from bacteria and infections.  
Do this accordingly, gargle with 1 cup of water mixed with 2 caps full of 
HP. 
13.) Skin cleanser- treat acne and get glowing skin by washing your face 
with a 3 percent HP.  
This will clean the pores, the existing acne and will prevent new acne 
from appearing. 
14.) Eliminate boils- In a bathtub, pour only one cup of 35 percent HP.  
Soak in the tub to get rid of boils forever and regenerate the skin as 
well. 
15.) Treats calluses and corns- to soften calluses and corns and destroy 
them for good, mix equal parts of HP and warm water and soak in it. 
16.) Removes earwax- hidden earwax is more persistent than outer 
wax, but you can successfully deal with it by using HP.  
Pour 2 drops of HP in each ear. The, add a few drops of olive oil in each 
ear as well.  
After a couple of minutes, drain liquid from ears and the wax will come 
out together with the HP. 
17.) Protection from swimmer’s ear- this ear infection is very common 
and unpleasant.  
Prepare remedy by mixing 1 cap of HP with a little vinegar and pour in a 
small container.  
Put a couple of drops in each ear after swimming, and you will prevent 
infections completely. 
18.) Cure ear infections- if your ear is already infected, apply 8 drops of 
HP to in it. 
19.) Get rid of skin mites- HP can help you deal with skin mites in no 
time.  
Spray HP on affected skin and repeat treatment, wait a few minutes, 
and then repeat process. 



20.) Helps with foot fungus- prepare a mixture of HP and water.  
Keep liquid in a dark glass bottle, so the HP isn’t in direct contact with 
the sunlight.  
Apply mix to fungus directly.  
For best results, mix equal parts of 3 percent HP and water. 
21.) Meat, fish and poultry marinade- as strange as it may sound, this 
actually works.  
Place these products into a casserole with equal parts of water and HP 
in it.  
Cover casserole lightly and store in fridge for half an hour. Rinse foods 
before cooking  
Take 1 gallon of diluted HP and freezer bags.  
Oyster mushrooms require about 6 months in order for them to grow 
with this method. 
23.) Clean toothbrush- for best oral hygiene, you can use HP to clean 
your toothbrush. S 
oak toothbrush into HP and all bacteria will be killed immediately. 
24.) Stain remover- fabric stains, especially from blood are successfully 
removed with HP.  
Apply directly on stain, let it act for one minute and clean with cold 
water. Repeat if needed. 
25.) Clears fungus from aquariums- To keep your aquarium clean, HP is 
the best option.  
Suitable directions for use can be found on the internet, since you need 
to keep in mind not harming the fish. 
26.) Keeps your pets healthy- if your pet is having problems with 
vomiting certain foods or swallowing objects, HP can soothe their 
stomach effectively.  
What it does, is it forces the pet to release all suspicious food or 
swallowed objects through throwing up. 
27.) Dishwashing- if you are out of detergent, HP will get the job done.  
It may not be as effective but it is quite handy.  



Also, you can prolong your dishwasher if you mix it with HP and use it 
as such. 
28.) Household cleaner- you can use HP to clean almost everything in 
your home.  
It is cheap, clean and quick to apply.  
You can keep it in a spraying bottle and use it on a daily basis. 
29.) Contact lenses cleaner- soak contacts into a diluted solution of HP 
and leave them overnight.  
This will shine them right up and get them ready to use the next day. 
30.) Bleach laundry- white fabrics do not stay perfectly white forever, 
so you can try HP to keep them clean and spot-free.  
Add 1 cup of hydrogen peroxide to the wash and let the laundry soak 
for 30 minutes.  
Afterwards, wash clothes as per usual. 
31.) No more organic stains- anything from sweat, blood, wine and 
coffee can be cleaned with HP.  
Mix 1 part dish detergent with two parts HP and apply directly onto 
stains.  
Keep in mind that due to the bleaching properties of HP,  
it can lighten dark fabrics as well. 
32.) Neutralizes odors- HP removes unpleasant odors especially from 
fabrics.  
Mix white vinegar and hydrogen peroxide and soak fabrics in it.  
After regular wash afterwards, all odors will fade. 
33.) Carpet and rug washer- everything dirty on your carpet or rug can 
be removed with HP.  
If you need to lighten up your carper, the HP cleaning method is 
excellent.  
Just spray a diluted solution onto the rug or carpet.  
Then wash it as per usual.  
It is best to test wash the carpet if you do not want to bleach it on 
purpose. 



34.) Lunchbox disinfector- as a result of stored food, lunchboxes have 
plenty of bacteria.  
To clean it, spray it with HP and wipe after several minutes. 
35.) Refresh reusable shopping bags- this is really practical if you are a 
constant shopper and in need of clean bags at all times.  
Spray HP in and out of the shopping bag and rinse them with water.  
This will remove all odors and bacteria. 
36.) Keep seeds healthy- HP can help you remove fungus from seeds 
and improve the germination of seeds.  
Soak seeds in HP before planting- this will do the trick! 
37.) Clean humidifier easily- add 1 pint of HP with 1 gallon of water to 
it.  
As a natural disinfector, the HP will remove all mildew and mold and 
keep the humidifier in an excellent shape. 
38.) Clean tiles- tiles are known to accumulate plenty of dirt, that can 
be removed with HP>  
Spray HP directly on tiles, let it act a little, them wash regularly. 
39.) Toilet cleanser- pour 1/2 a cup of HP into the toilet bowl and let it 
act for half an hour.  
This is also recommended for disinfecting the toilet completely. 
40.) Whitening grout- mix hydrogen peroxide with white flour and 
apply directly on grout.  
First, you need to cover grout with paste and let it sit overnight.  
The following day, clean grout with water and it will be whiter. 
41.) Bath tub cleaner- everything from dirt to soap scum can be 
cleaned with HP.  
Spray bath tub with hydrogen peroxide and let the liquid act for half an 
hour.  
Then just wipe it off and enjoy your clean tub. 
42.) No more mold- take 3 percent HP and apply on mold.  
You can also spray it and let it act for 10 minutes.  
Scrum with sponge afterwards and keep skin away from direct contact. 



43.) Perfect glass cleaner- grime and dirt of glass are easily removed 
with HP.  
Spray HP, let it sit for some time, them wipe it off for best results. 
 44.) Kitchen and bathroom counters cleanser- spray diluted HP 
directly onto kitchen and bathroom counters.  
You can also mix it with your regular cupboard cleaner and get better 
results. 
45.) Wash sponges and dishrags- every fabric and material soaks in a 
lot of bacteria and dirt.  
To disinfect them soak sponges and dishrags in HP for 30 minutes.  
Enjoy your new, clean sponges and dishrags! 
46.) Disinfect cutting boards- plenty of products go on cutting boards, 
and bring bacteria with them.  
To disinfect them properly, spray HP on the cutting board and let it 
soak for a few minutes.  
Rinse regularly with cold water. 
47.) Fruit washing- dirt and wax from both vegetables and fruits can be 
eliminated by washing them with HP.  
Spray them all over and rinse with cold water.  
This is especially good for your fruits and veggies since they are known 
to produce HP naturally, too. 
48.) Fridge hygiene- clean your refrigerator by spraying it with HP and 
let liquid act for a couple of minutes.  
Wipe with clean towel and it will be as good as new. 
49.) Burnt foods- HP is great for removing stuck foods from pots and 
pans.  
Mix HP with baking soda until you form a paste.  
Scrub paste on burnt areas and let it act for several minutes.  
Then, rub with warm water until the burnt areas are cleaned. 
50.) Salad booster- to improve your salad and make it last longer, add 1 
tablespoon of hydrogen peroxide to half a cup of water.  
Use a sprayer to refresh your salads. Keep in mind to always use food-
grade HP. 



52.) Refresh curtains and table clothes- to restore the original 
brightness and shine of your tablecloths and curtains spray HP all over 
them.  
Furthermore, you can add 1 cup of HP to your whites washing. 
53.) No more algae- to clean your aquarium from algae you can use 
60ml HP for every 66 gallons of aquarium water.  
Apply liquid with a dropper for 5 minutes. 
54.) Helps with animal wounds- as it is for humans, HP works on 
healing animal wounds as well.  
Slowly pour HP on wound until the flesh is clear. 
55.) Save plants from molds- the 3 percent HP can clear out any mold 
from your plants and restore their natural beauty. 
56.) Treat canker sores- gargle one cap of HP for ten minutes, but 
never swallow it.  
This will heal canker sores in no time. 
57.) Enema solution- to do this, mix 1 tablespoon of HP to 4 cups of 
water. 
58.) Beat yeast infections- put 2 capfuls of HP down there below and 
repeat once or twice a week for best results. 
59.) Amazing mirror cleaner- no stain mirror can be achieved by 
spraying HP on it and wiping it later on with a newspaper or a clean 
towel. 
60.) Extend vegetables freshness- take ¼ cup of food-grade HP and 
pour it into cold water filled sink.  
Then throw in vegetables. Leave them be for half an hour, then rinse 
and dry them off. 
61.) Clean wine stains- mix equal parts of liquid detergent with HP.  
Pour liquid over stain and remove with clean cloth. 
62.) Collar wring cleaning is extremely easy if you spray it with a 
mixture of 1 part liquid detergent and 2 parts hydrogen peroxide. 
63.) Get rid of mites- spray HP directly onto mites to kill them instantly.  
To ensure best results, repeat process several times. 



64.) Strengthen plant roots- water your plants with a mixture of 1 part 
HP and 32 parts water.  
This will improve their roots structure and firm your plants. 
65.) Wash wooden cutting boards- since they are made from wood, 
these cutting boards tend to collect more bacteria.  
To get rid of them mix vinegar and HP and clean your cutting board. 
66.) Odorless sponges- to remove yucky smells from your sponges 
combine equal parts warm water and HP inside a small bowl.  
Place sponges inside and let them soak for 25 minutes. Rinse as per 
usual. 
67.) Prevent armpit staining- for this you will need 2 parts HP with 1 
part dishwasher liquid.  
Apply directly on stain and let it act for one hour. 
Rinse with cold water after you are done. 
68.) Get rid of countertops staining- alongside everything else HP 
clears stone stains as well.  
Mix HP with some white flour and apply paste on stains. Secure with 
plastic and let it act overnight.  
Clean up the next morning. 
69.) Stimulate your immune system- the human body produces natural 
hydrogen peroxide, so by using it in your everyday life,  
while cleaning you are actually boosting your immunity to perform 
better. 
70.) Beat colds- HP cannot directly cure the common cold, but by 
placing a few drops of HP in each ear every morning,  
you will neutralize any symptoms of the cold. 
71.) Feet scrub- Calluses and dirt from your feet can be removed with 
HP- add about 1/2 cup of hydrogen peroxide to your bath and soak in it 
for half an hour. 
72.) Purify humidifier water- along with your gallon of water in the 
humidifier, add 1 pint of HP with it.  
This will help the water to stay pure and the humidifier hygienic. 



73.) Long lasting sponge- soak old sponges in a bowl of warm water 
and HP, to extend its endurance.  
Soak sponge for half an hour before rinsing it with cold water. 
74.) Skin cleanser- spray some HP every time you feel like your skin is 
exposed to bacteria or infections.  
Keep in mind to always use 3 percent variety of HP. 
75.) Hand sanitizer- keep your hands clean and hygienic by spraying 
them with hydrogen peroxide.  
It acts as a natural antibacterial soap and will keep your hands clean. 
76.) Fight off persistent yeast infections- mix distilled water and 3 
percent HP and use as a douche to pre vent yeast infection from 
reoccurring. 
Hydrogen Peroxide Facts 
The list shows you just how beneficial hydrogen peroxide is. his 
chemical is found in almost all living things on the planet.  
Even your blood cells produce it naturally- which is a fact good to know. 
Aside from the fruits and vegetables, HP is found is the mother’s milk as 
well and is transferred to the baby.  
This helps improve the bay’s immunity later on.  
Amazingly, HP is also found in rainwater. 
It is also good to know that by adding HP to your regular water, you will 
help it oxygenate.  
This is very helpful if you are relocating fish from one tank to another. 
All in all, HP is a true marvel that is easy to use, affordable and easily 
found in stores near you.  
Just have a bottle of HP solution ready at any time, and you are good to 
go! 
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